In the work [4] the Saint-Venant's one-dimensional differential model and kinematic approximation describing the free movement of water in an open channel is under consideration. This model is widely used for the calculation of the flow of rivers in the various fields of engineering. Quality of engineering projects depends on the accuracy and speed of the mathematical calculations. This paper presents a promising method for the numerical solution of one approximation of the Saint-Venant's model.
Introduction
In [4] we derived kinematic approximation of the Saint-Venant 
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Using these results we construct a numerical scheme to solve the kinematic equation (1) .
Physical model
We represent the linear portion of the river in the form of a chain of open water tanks with a free surface; throughout experiencing the same atmospheric pressure (see Fig. 1 ). Each reservoir i has a finite length i x  , it is made of an impermeable material, it has smooth relatively high vertical walls and . Each tank has two inlet ports in the left side -through which water is pumped into the tank, and one outlet opening in the wall of the rightthrough which water is pumped from the tank. The outlet of any reservoir i , except the last, through the storage tank is connected to one of the tank inputs 1 i  (in Fig. 6 the one upper), a pump mounted between the tanks can pump the water from i -th reservoir to the storage and from the storage to the 1 i  -th reservoir in any given mode.
Modes of operation of pumps -the pump, pumping water through the upper inlet of the first tank; the pump, pumping water through the tank drives; pumps, pumping water into the tanks through their lower inputs, as well as the pump to pump water from the last tank -will consider on the assumption that the conditions for every tank i :
1. Water Movement in a reservoir is described by the equation (9) and formulas (7), (8);
2. At moment of time 
Numerical scheme
D -is rectangular area of the independent variables x and t , consider that the counting grid is uniform on x , and on t . Each cell of the grid is identifying indices of her left lower node: i -index on x and j -index on t ; the number of intervals on x is assumed to be I, number of intervals on t is equally J ; position of the node in the grid in D will be specified of its spatial coordinate 
Results
Using described above method we have solved several test tasks from [4] and compare the results with analytical solutions. Results on the Fig.3 and Fig.4 shows the function   , h x t distribution for each of 10 cell in comparing with pictures given in [4] . 
